
SNOSCOOT AND SNOSPORT C&A MINI SKI MOUNT INSTALLATION 

 

NOTE:   - This kit contains (2) Saddle Mounts. A Left Mount (marked ‘L’) and a Right Mount 

(marked ‘R’).  The Position of the mounts is determined as if you were riding the SnoScoot / 

SnoSport. (The Left Mount goes on the Left side and Right Mount goes on the Right side. 

 

1. Position the left mount onto the spindle with ski mounting hole towards the front of the 

ski.  See Pic. 1.  Exert pressure on the spindle forcing it down onto the mount.  You must 

compress the rubber bumper for the bolt hole to line up with the spindle bushing.  

Install the flat head cap screw. Ensure it is tight. Repeat for the Right side mount.    
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2. Install the Left mount and spindle assembly onto the ski. Place a spacer on each side of 

the ski and install the long 3/8” bolt through the ski and tighten the locknut. See Pic 

2&3.   Ensure it is tight.  Repeat for the right side ski.   You may require a soft faced 

hammer to tap the mount down into the ski and for aligning the bolt holes.   A soft faced 

hammer may also be required to seat the spacers on each side of the ski. 
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NOTE :  The mounts are a tight fit onto the skid and spindle. It may take some effort to install 

the parts.  This is done by design as it optimizes the fit and reduces the amount of ‘PLAY’ in the 

setup. 

 

TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL INSTALLATION: 

-  Deburr both bolt holes on each C&A ski.  See Pic. 4.   This can be done with a file or a sharp                                                                                                                             
   knife or similar. We have seen considerable size burrs left on the holes from the     
   manufacturing process. 
 
-  Loosen the ski loop through bolt. See Pic 4. This will open up the two webs and allow the  
   mount to install easier.  It may have to tapped into place softly with a hammer.   
   Tighten this bolt after the mount has been installed. 
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